WIEGO Statistics Programme
5-year Strategic Plan Snapshots (April 2018 to March 2023)

The Statistics Programme collaborates with official statisticians at international, regional and national levels to develop data needed by informal worker organizations to make visible the size and significance of the informal economy and to prepare data in formats accessible to a wide set of users.

What we will do:

**VISIBILITY for INFORMAL WORKERS**

Ensure the concepts, definitions, classifications & methods in official employment and national account statistics properly recognize informal workers, informal employment and the informal sector by advising and providing substantive contributions, for example on the revision of the International Classification of Status in Employment (ICSE) specifically to:

- improve identification of home-based workers
- include a separate category for dependent contractors
- identify the multiple employment arrangements of domestic workers
- identify sub-categories for employees
- give priority to “place of work” as a cross-cutting variable.

**GLOBAL INFLUENCE**

WIEGO will participate in:

- the 2018 International Conference of Labour Statisticians (ICLS)
- an ILO expert group (if formed) to address a recommendation of the 2018 ICLS that guidelines concerning a statistical definition of informal employment be reviewed and revised into a recommendation
- the UN Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) Expert Group on Quality of Employment to further the application of informal employment to developed countries’ statistics.

**IMPROVED NATIONAL STATISTICS**

Better national statistical data can equip membership-based organizations in their advocacy for more secure livelihoods. WIEGO will continue to work with countries to improve their capability to collect and tabulate statistics on informal employment and on specific categories of informal workers and to make these statistics easily accessible to activists, researchers and others users.

**AN EXPANDED KNOWLEDGE BASE**

WIEGO will prepare statistical publications on:

- women and men in the informal economy (complementing ILO’s 2018 publication) and related summary statistics
- informal employment in developed countries
- groups of informal workers—domestic workers, home-based workers, street vendors and market traders
- city-level data
- updated statistics on the WIEGO website and dashboard
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